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clear debates that were both highly entertaining
and a magnet for the nation’s foremost opinion
makers and foreign policy experts. The passage
and his analysis allow him to recover the 1980s as
time of intense nuclear anxiety and fear in US cul‐
ture, something that historians often assume
reached its apex with the Cuban Missile Crisis and
then dissipated after the period of détente.
There are a number of intriguing questions
left for readers to ponder further, in part because
the manuscript is so brief (135 pages including the
index and bibliography.) Knoblauch insightfully
mentions that in trying to make scientific theories
about nuclear destruction accessible to the mass‐
es, figures such as Sagan compromised their
“credibility for publicity” (p. 35) and left them‐
selves vulnerable to attacks on their expertise by
conservative commentators. One cannot help but
wonder what Knoblauch thinks about the connec‐
tion between the growing distrust of scientists
and theories about nuclear winter and today’s
popular disbelief in global warming and skepti‐
cism toward scientific research.
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